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BOILING POINT

— McDonald's recalls Shrek glasses due to potential 
cadmium risk — The U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) just announced a recall of 'Shrek 
Forever After 3D' Collectable Drinking… 
— Hogchoker - the new Internet star — A small flatfish living 
along the coast of North America is the new Internet star. 
Currently the hotness for this particular… 
— Cancer deaths are projected to double by 2030 — Cancer 
deaths are projected to double in the next two decades. A 
report issued by the International Agency for Research on… 
 
More Boiling point… 

MINUSCULE

— Sea urchins tolerate acid water — Sea urchins are likely to 
be able to adapt to increasingly acidic… 
— Virtual faces get some colour in their cheeks — What 
would Buzz Lightyear look like after a few beers? We will… 
— Nature's gift: The economic benefits of preserving the 
natural world — Slowing down the destruction of the Earth's 
natural resources… 
— The robot that reads your mind to train itself — Rajesh 
Rao is a man who believes that the best type of robotic… 
 
More Minuscule… 

RSS feeds, newsletter

Find the topic you want. Science Centric offers several 
RSS feeds for the News section. 
 
Or subscribe for our Newsletter, a free e-mail publication. 
It is published practically every day. 

   

     

DON'T MISS —

A look into the interior of 
molecules — For the first time 
ever, a European research team 
has managed to use attosecond 
laser pulses to observe the 
motion electrons… 

Apple presents the new iPhone 
4 — Apple presented the new 
iPhone 4 featuring FaceTime, 
which makes the dream of video 
calling a reality, and Apple's 
stunning… 

From butterflies' wings to bank 
notes - how nature's colours 
could cut bank fraud — 
Scientists have discovered a 
way of mimicking the stunningly 
bright and beautiful colours 
found on the wings of tropical… 

GTRI researchers design and 
test microfabricated planar ion 
traps — Despite a steady 
improvement in the speed of 
conventional computers during 
the last few decades, certain 
types of problems… 

More Technology… 

Geckos are masters at sticking to surfaces of all kinds and easily unsticking 
themselves, too. Inspired by these lizards, a team of engineers has 
developed a reversible adhesion method for printing electronics on a variety 
of tricky surfaces such as clothes, plastic and leather.

Researchers from Northwestern University and the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign designed a clever square polymer stamp that allows 
them to vary its adhesion strength. The stamp can easily pick up an array of 
electronic devices from a silicon surface and move and print them on a 
curved surface.

The research will be published Sept. 20 by the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

'Our work proposes a very robust method to transfer and print electronics on 
complex surfaces,' said Yonggang Huang, Joseph Cummings Professor of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering and Mechanical Engineering at 
Northwestern's McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science.

Huang, co-corresponding author of the PNAS paper, led the theory and 
design work at Northwestern. His colleague John Rogers, the Flory-Founder 
Chair Professor of Materials Science and Engineering at the University of 
Illinois, led the experimental and fabrication work. Rogers is a co-
corresponding author of the paper.

Key to the square and squeezable polymer stamp are four pyramid-shaped 
tips on the stamp's bottom, one in each corner. They mimic, in a way, the 
micro- and nano-filaments on the gecko's foot, which the animal uses to 
control adhesion by increasing or decreasing contact area with a surface.

Pressing the stamp against the electronics causes the soft tips to collapse 
up against the stamp's body, maximising the contact area between the 
stamp and the electronics and creating adhesion. The electronics are picked 
up in a complete batch, and, with the force removed, the soft tips snap back 
to their original shape. The electronics now are held in place by just the four 
tips, a small contact area. This allows the electronics to be easily transferred 
to a new surface.

'Design of the pyramid tips is very important,' Huang said. 'The tips have to 
be the right height. If the tips are too large, they can't pick up the target, and 
if the tips are too small, they won't bounce back to their shape.'

The researchers conducted tests of the stamp and found the changes in 
contact area allow the stamp's adhesion strength to vary by 1,000 times. 
They also demonstrated their method can print layers of electronics, 
enabling the development of a variety of complex devices. 
 
Source: Northwestern University 
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TRAVEL ART & STYLE ENTERTAINMENT COMPENDIUM

Adhesion & Cohesion
Measure Tack, Adhesion, Peel, Shear & Tension with the 
TA.XTPlus
www.TextureTechnologies.com

Find a 2011 Cruze
See Which Champaign Dealers Have The 2011 Chevy 
Cruze for Sale.
www.ChevyDealer.com/Champaign

national polymer labs
Polymer and nano technology in Ohio coatings - adhesives 
- composites
www.nationalpolymerlabs.com

PosiTest Adhesion Tester
Measures the Adhesion of Coatings to Metal, Masonry, 
Plastic & more.
www.defelsko.com
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LATEST HEADLINES 

Electron billiards in nanoscale circuits
Scientists examine energy trends of 
communications equipment
How batteries grow old
Conserving resources: Producing circuit 
boards with plasma
Smaller is better in the viscous zone
Light on silicon better than copper?

More Technology… 

Remote-access meters can cut your energy costs
 
— A new web-based smart metering system has been developed by CSIRO to enable 
householders, small businesses and electricity retailers to remotely control energy use over a 
broadband… 

Semiconductor manufacturing technique holds promise for solar energy
 
— Thanks to a new semiconductor manufacturing method pioneered at the University of Illinois, 
the future of solar energy just got brighter. Although silicon is the industry standard 
semiconductor… 
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